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Abstract: Gear wear is a progressive material removal process that gradually changes the tooth
profile shape and dynamic mesh force, where the dynamic mesh force affects the tooth surface wear.
To describe this process, a spur gear dynamic model that includes the mesh stiffness and unloaded
static transmission error (STE) of the worn tooth profile is proposed for calculating the dynamic
mesh force. Then, based on the finite element method (FEM), a dynamic contact analysis model that
considers the dynamic mesh force is proposed for calculating the time-varying contact stress and
relative sliding distance of the tooth surface mesh point. Finally, combined with the Archard wear
model, a tooth wear depth calculation method that considers the worn tooth profile and the dynamic
mesh force is proposed. In addition, the wear depth and dynamic characteristics under different wear
times are studied.

Keywords: gear wear; dynamic mesh force; FEM; dynamic characteristics

1. Introduction

Gear transmission devices are widely used in the field of mechanical engineering
because of their high transmission efficiencies, stable transmission ratios, compact struc-
tures and long service lives [1–3]. During the working process, the two contact tooth
surfaces slide relatively, which leads to tooth surface wear. Gear wear is a gradual material
removal process that gradually changes the tooth profile shape and dynamic mesh force.
Excessive gear wear not only reduces the transmission efficiency and accuracy but also
aggravates the vibration and noise of the system [4]. Therefore, gear wear has attracted
much attention in recent years [5]. There are two ways to study the wear depth of the tooth
surface: experiments [6–8] and numerical simulations [9–14]. The wear data measured by
experiments are often only a macro total, making it difficult to elucidate the details of gear
profile wear. In addition, such experiments are time-consuming and costly. Therefore, the
numerical simulation method is the most popular method for studying gear wear.

Archard’s wear theory [15], as the most prevailing method for wear prediction, is
widely applied in studies of tooth surface wear. The key points for accurately calculating the
tooth surface wear depth with Archard’s wear theory [15] include the accurate calculation of
the wear coefficient, tooth surface contact stress and relative sliding distance. There are two
typical methods for calculating the contact stress and relative sliding distance of the tooth
surface: the analytical method [9–11,14,16,17] and the finite element method (FEM) [18–22].
A. Flodin et al. [9] proposed a load distribution equation for obtaining the transmitted
load between two tooth pairs, used Hertz’s theory [23] to calculate the contact stress, and
used the single point observation method proposed by Andersson [24] to calculate the
relative sliding distance. Finally, the calculation method for the wear depth of the spur
gear tooth surface was defined and combined with Archard’s wear model [15]. Inspired
by A. Flodin, some scholars extended Flodin’s model to the wear prediction of helical
gears [10,11], planetary gears [13,25,26], asymmetric gears [27], internal gears [17], hypoid
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gears [16,28,29], and double helical gears [30]. These analytical methods can efficiently
predict the wear evolution, but their the accuracy must be improved, especially for gear
teeth with irregular profile errors [31].

Compared to analytical methods, FEM can compute gear wear with more reasonable
accuracy [32,33]. Based on the FEM, V. Hegadekatt et al. [19,21] proposed a wear calculation
method that can update the contact surface geometry; this method was applied to the
calculation of the tooth surface wear depth of a microgear. P. Bajpai and A. Kahraman [18]
used the FEM to calculate the tooth surface contact stress and proposed coordinate-based
methods to obtain the relative sliding distance, thus forming a new tooth surface wear
depth calculation method for axis gear pairs. Later, D. Park and A. Kahraman [20] extended
this method to calculate the wear depth of hypoid gear pairs. J. Zhang et al. [22] used
the FEM to calculate the tooth surface contact stress, integrated the relative sliding speed
with time to calculate the relative sliding distance, and then studied the influence of
misalignment on tooth surface wear. However, these wear prediction models were based
on the quasi-static assumption.

Recently, more sophisticated models that can take the dynamic load into consideration
have been proposed. Huali Ding and A. Kahraman [4] calculated the dynamic load on the
tooth surface by the dynamic gear pair model and then combined it with the tooth surface
wear calculation method proposed by P. Bajpai and A. Kahraman [18] to study the influence
of the tooth surface wear depth on spur gear dynamics. Inspired by Ding and Kahraman,
some scholars [12,34–37] combined the dynamic analysis method with the different wear
depth calculation methods mentioned above to form different wear depth calculation
methods that consider the dynamic load. However, these wear depth calculation methods
assume that the contact stress and relative sliding distance of each mesh point on the tooth
surface are constant in each single wear cycle. That is, the time-varying characteristics of
the tooth surface contact stress and relative sliding distance are not considered, which may
decrease the prediction accuracy of the wear depth calculation. In addition, there is little
research on the calculation method of the wear coefficient of gear materials.

This paper is devoted to developing a wear depth calculation method that can consider
the dynamic load, time-varying contact stress and relative sliding distance. In addition, a
method is proposed for calculating the wear coefficient.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Gear Parameters

In order to illustrate the calculation method of material wear coefficient proposed in
this paper, 20CrMoH steel is taken as an example. The chemical composition of 20CrMoH
material are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The chemical composition of 20CrMoH material (wt, %).

20CrMoH C Si Mn Cr Mo P S

Wt (%) 0.17–0.23 0.17–0.37 0.55–0.90 0.85–1.25 0.15–0.35 ≤0.03 ≤0.03

To illustrate the gear wear calculation method, a pair of spur gears (the corresponding
gear parameters are shown in Table 2, and the working torque is 170 N·m) that were
experimentally studied by A. Kahraman et al. [38] are used as an example.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Archard’s Wear Model

Archard’s wear model is a simple phenomenological model that assumes a linear
relationship between the volume of material removed V, for a given sliding distance S,
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an applied normal load FN and the hardness of the softer material H. A proportionality
constant, the wear coefficient K, characterizes the wear resistance of the material:

V
S

= K · FN
H

, (1)

To apply Archard’s wear model to the calculation of wear depth for a complex contact
surface, Archard’s wear model can be written in the differential time form:

dh =
K
H

σH(t)v(t)dt =
K
H

σH(t)dS, (2)

where dh is the wear depth in the dt time period, v(t) is the relative sliding speed of the
two contact surfaces of the gear at time t, σH(t) is the contact stress at time t, and dS is the
relative sliding distance in the dt time period.

Table 2. Gear parameters.

Parameters Pinion Gear Parameters Pinion Gear

Number of teeth 50 50 Density (kg/m3) 7850 7850
Tooth width (mm) 20 20 Center distance (mm) 150

Young’s modulus (GPa) 210 210 Backlash (µm) 50
Pressure angle (◦) 20 20 Involute contact ratio (ICR) 1.77

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3 Center distance (mm) 150
Rotary inertia (kg·mm2) 7.65 7.65 - -

2.2.2. Pin-On-Disc Wear Test and Wear Coefficient Calculation

To obtain the wear coefficient K/H in Archard’s wear model, the pin-on-disc wear test
of steel 20CrMoH was carried out on a Wazau TRM1000 wear tester. The test principle of
the Wazau TRM1000 tester is to make the wear test material into a cylindrical pin with a
diameter of 6 mm and a disc with a diameter of 100 mm. During the test, the pin is fixed on
one side of the disc (not the center of the disc), the disc is pressed onto the pin through a
certain normal load F (where F = 500 N) and the disc is rotated at a certain speed n. During
the disc rotation, the wear depth is measured as the displacement perpendicular to the
disc surface. The Pin-On-Disc wear test principle and test sample diagram are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Pin-On-Disc wear test principle and test sample diagram.

Assuming that the contact area and contact stress remain unchanged during the
pin-on-disc wear test, Equation (2) can be analyzed as:

K
H

=
∆h

σ · ∆S
=

∆h · s
F · ∆S

, (3)
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where s is the cross-sectional area of the pin, F is the normal load, ∆h is the wear depth in
the ∆t time period, and ∆S is the relative sliding distance in the ∆t time period.

2.2.3. Wear Calculation Method Based on the FEM and Simulation of Pin-On-Disc Wear Test

The wear process is a process of gradual material removal. With increased material
removal, the geometry of the contact surface changes. To describe this process, the user-
subroutine UMESHMOTION of ABAQUS is used to move the surface nodes to simulate
the geometric update to the contact surface after wear. In the wear simulation calculation
process, a nonlinear contact FEM model is established to calculate the contact stress and
relative sliding distance. The Archard wear model is written as user-subroutine UMESH-
MOTION to calculate the wear depth of the surface nodes. The node at the contact surface
is moved along the normal direction through the user-subroutine UMESHMOTION, where
the moving distance is the wear depth. While the nodes are in motion, the arbitrary La-
grangian Eulerian (ALE) adaptive remesh algorithm is used to update the surface mesh to
ensure the mesh quality. The nonlinear contact analysis is carried out again for the FEM
model after the node has been moved. The nonlinear contact analysis and wear depth
calculation are carried out again to form a feedback loop between the wear calculation and
geometric update. After reaching the expected wear cycle, the calculation is stopped. The
specific wear calculation process is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Wear calculation process based on the FEM.

According to the pin-on-disc wear test conditions, the FEM model shown in Figure 3
can be established. The load F is applied first, and then the rotating speed n is applied.
During the disc rotation, the normal displacement at the loading point is taken as the wear
depth and compared to the test results.
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Figure 3. FEM model for pin-on-disc wear test.

2.2.4. Dynamic Model and Dynamic Mesh Force Calculation

The difference between tooth surface wear and pin-on-disc test wear is that the pin
and disc always remain in contact during pin disc wear, and the normal load remains
unchanged. In the tooth surface wear process, the contact state and load of each mesh point
change with time. Therefore, to accurately calculate the wear depth throughout the mesh
point, it is necessary to study the dynamic contact stress and relative sliding distance of
each mesh point.

To accurately calculate the dynamic contact stress and relative sliding distance in the
mesh process, it is necessary to calculate the dynamic mesh force in the mesh process. In
this study, the spur gear dynamic models of [39,40] were adapted to calculate the dynamic
mesh force.

The spur dynamic model is shown in Figure 4. θ1 and θ2 are the rotation angles of
the pinion and gear, respectively; I1 and I2 are the rotary inertias of the pinion and gear,
respectively; T1 and T2 are the torques of the pinion and gear, respectively; R1 and R2 are
the base circle radii of the pinion and gear, respectively; cm is the viscous damping in the
gear mesh; e(t) is the unloaded static transmission error (STE), which is caused by tooth
modification, manufacturing error or tooth wear; and 2bn is the backlash.

Figure 4. Dynamic model of a spur gear pair.

The equations of the spur gear dynamical model can be expressed as:

I1 ·
..
θ1 + cm · R1

[
R1 ·

.
θ1 − R2 ·

.
θ2 −

.
e(t)

]
+ km(t) · R1 · f (∆x) = T1, (4)

I2 ·
..
θ2 − cm · R2

[
R1 ·

.
θ1 − R2 ·

.
θ2 −

.
e(t)

]
− km(t) · R2 · f (∆x) = −T2, (5)

where an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time t; ∆x = R1 · θ1− R2 · θ2− e(t)
is the dynamic transmission error (DTE) along the line of action; and f (∆x) is a function
of backlash.
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Due to the existence of gear backlash, different mesh states may occur during gear
meshing, as shown in Figure 5 (where it is assumed that the pinion and gear are in contact
at the initial time, but there is no contact force). In Figure 5, 2bn is the gear backlash.

Figure 5. Gear mesh state for (a) DTE greater than 0, (b) DTE greater than −2bn and less than 0, and
(c) DTE less than −2bn.

The function of backlash f (∆x) in Equations (4) and (5) can be expressed as:

f (∆x) =


∆x · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·∆x > 0
0 · · · · · · · · · · − 2bn < ∆x ≤ 0
∆x + 2bn · · · · · · · ·∆x < −2bn

, (6)

Since tooth modification and manufacturing error are not included in the present
model, when the tooth surface is not worn, e(t) = 0. When the tooth surface is worn, the
tooth profile shape changes, and the contact position also changes even if the pinion and
gear are not deformed under a load, as shown in Figure 6a. Due to the wear of the tooth
surface, the pinion needs to rotate an additional angle ∆θ(t) = θ′1(t)− θ′2(t) · R2/R1 so that
the pinion and gear can remain in contact; this is the unloaded STE e(t) caused by tooth
surface wear. To calculate the unloaded STE e(t) caused by wear, an FEM model, as shown
in Figure 6b, is established according to the tooth profile after wear. Similar to [41], since
the model is used only to calculate the unloaded STE, which does not need to consider the
gear deformation, the pinion and gear are set as rigid bodies. The rotation angle θ′1(t) is
applied on the pinion, and a small torque is applied on the gear so that the gear remains in
contact with the pinion without deformation. To capture the nature of tooth flank involute,
elements near tooth flanks are further refined, and sizes of contact elements are controlled
at 0.05 mm. Then, the unloaded STE e(t) can be expressed by Equation (7).

e(t) = R1 · θ′1(t)− R2 · θ′2(t), (7)

Mesh stiffness is calculated by dividing the mesh force by the mesh deflection [42]. To
calculate the mesh stiffness, the rigid bodies in the FEM model for calculating the unloaded
STE are changed to deformable bodies, and the small torque is changed to working torque,
as shown in Figure 7. The mesh stiffness can then be calculated by Equation (8).

km(t) =
Fn

δ(t)
=

T2/R2

θ1(t) · R1 − θ2(t) · R2 − e(t)
, (8)

Upon multiplying Equation (4) by I2 ·R1 and Equation (5) by I1 ·R2, Equations (4) and (5)
can be written as:

I2 · I1 · R1 ·
..
θ1 + cm · I2 · R2

1 · ∆
.
x + I2 · R2

1 · km(t) · f (∆x) =
T1

R1
· I2 · R2

1, (9)

I1 · I2 · R2 ·
..
θ2 − cm · I1 · R2

2 · ∆
.
x− I1 · R2

2 · km(t) · f (∆x) = − T2

R2
· I1 · R2

2, (10)
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Figure 6. (a) Unloaded STE caused by wear and (b) FEM model for calculating the unloaded STE.

Figure 7. FEM model for the gear mesh stiffness calculation.

For gear transmission, T1/R1 = T2/R2, Equation (9) is subtracted from Equation (10):

I1 · I2

I2 · R2
1 + I1 · R2

2

( ..
θ1 · R1 −

..
θ2 · R2

)
+ cm · ∆

.
x + km(t) · f (∆x) =

T1

R1
=

T2

R2
, (11)

Let me =
I1·I2

I1·R2
2+I2·R2

1
, then Equation (11) can be expressed as:

me · ∆
..
x + cm · ∆

.
x + km(t) · f (∆x) =

T1

R1
−me ·

..
e(t), (12)

The DTE ∆x can be obtained by solving Equation (12) through the 4–5th order Runge-
Kutta method (RK45). Similar to [39], the viscous damping is calculated by damping ratio
ξ through Equation (13), and the value of the damping ratio is 0.03.

cm = 2ξ

√
mekm , (13)

where km is the average mesh stiffness.
To realize the jump-up and jump-down-type nonlinear phenomena due to tooth

separation, A. Kahraman et al. [38] carried out experiments on spur gears and measured
the equivalent root-mean-square (rms) amplitude Arms of the DTE. This equivalent DTE is
computed based on the first three mesh harmonic amplitudes according to Equation (14)
under both speed-up and speed-down conditions within a range of 500–4500 r/min.

Arms =
√

∑3
r=1 A2

r , (14)
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where Arms is the equivalent root-mean-square amplitude of the DTE and Ar is the r-th
mesh harmonic amplitude of the DTE.

To capture jump-up and jump-down type nonlinear phenomena as in the experiments,
simulations were repeated for both speed-up and speed-down conditions within a range
of 500 to 4500 r/min. Similar to [43], the last simulation point of the steady state motion
from the previous speed was considered as the initial condition for the next speed (speed
up or speed down) that followed. The last part of steady-state data of each speed was
Fourier transformed to obtain the harmonic amplitude. Then, according to Equation (14),
the equivalent root-mean-square amplitude of the DTE of each speed could be obtained.

After the DTE ∆x is calculated according to Equation (12), the dynamic mesh force of
the tooth surface can be calculated with Equation (15).

Fm = cm · ∆
.
x + km(t) · f (∆x), (15)

2.2.5. Dynamic Contact Analysis Model and Theoretical Calculation Method

To accurately calculate the dynamic contact stress and relative sliding distance of the
tooth surface required for wear calculation, this section proposes a calculation model for the
tooth surface dynamic contact stress and relative sliding distance considering the dynamic
mesh force based on the FEM and verifies the calculation results.

1. Dynamic contact analysis model based on FEM;

Similar to A. Flodin et al. [4,9–11,19–21,44], it is assumed that the mesh process of each
tooth surface is the same; therefore, in this paper, one tooth surface is selected to study
the gear meshing process. Considering the dynamic mesh force of the pinion in two mesh
cycles as the research object, the dynamic mesh force of the two cycles is converted into the
gear’s dynamic torque according to Equation (16). Here, one mesh cycle refers to the mesh
process from one pitch point of the pinion to the next, and the corresponding rotation angle
is 360◦/50 = 7.2◦. In the two mesh cycles, the pinion has three tooth surfaces involved
in the mesh, and the meshing of the second tooth surface is a complete meshing process
that includes engaging in and engaging out. A nonlinear contact FEM model, as shown in
Figure 8, is established based on the dynamic torque. In this model, the rotation angle is
applied to the pinion, and the dynamic torque that varies with the rotation angle is applied
on the gear. Through the calculation of the FEM model, the dynamic mesh force, contact
stress and relative sliding distance of the tooth surface can be obtained for each mesh point.

T2(θ) = Fm(θ) · R2, (16)

2. Max contact stress calculation based on Hertz theory

For spur gears, the contact of each mesh point on the tooth surface can be simplified
to two cylindrical contact models with different radii (as shown in Figure 9a). According to
Hertz theory, when two cylinders with radii ρ1 and ρ2 are in contact under a normal load F
(as shown in Figure 9b), the maximum contact stress σHmax and half Hertz contact width b of
the two cylinders can be calculated based on Equation (17) and Equation (18), respectively.

σHmax =
2F

πab
, (17)

where a is the length of the cylinder.

b =

√
4F(k1 + k2)ρ1ρ2

a(ρ1 + ρ2)
, (18)

where k1 and k2 are the elastic coefficients of the material, which can be calculated based
on the elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν of the material.
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k1 =
1− ν2

1
πE1

, (19)

k2 =
1− ν2

2
πE2

, (20)

where ν1 and ν2 are the Poisson’s ratios and E1 and E2 are the elastic moduli.

Figure 8. Nonlinear contact analysis model considering the dynamic mesh force.

Figure 9. (a) Tooth contact simplification and (b) Hertz contact model.

3. Max relative sliding distance calculation based on single point observation method

To comprehensively describe the gear mesh process, the mesh process for mesh point
K1 on the pinion and mesh point K2 on the gear at point K on the line of action (LOA) is
analyzed. This meshing process is shown in Figure 10. According to Figure 10a, the tooth

profile radius at point K1 on the pinion is ρ1 = KN1 =
√

r2
K1 − R2

1, the speed of point K1
along the tangential direction of the tooth profile is vt1, the tooth profile radius at point

K2 on the gear is ρ2 = KN2 =
√

r2
K2 − R2

2 and the speed of point K2 along the tangential
direction of the tooth profile is vt2. According to Hertz theory, the contact width for mesh
points K1 and K2 is 2b (b is half Hertz contact width). Therefore, mesh points K1 and K2
need to move a distance of 2b to separate, as shown in Figure 10b. When point K1 moves 2b
along the tangential direction of the tooth profile, point K2 will move 2b(vt2/vt1). Similarly,
when point K2 moves 2b along the tangential direction of the tooth profile, point K1 will
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move 2b(vt1/vt2). Therefore, the relative sliding distances sK1 and sK2 of mesh points K1
and K2 are:

sK1 = 2b
(

1− vt2

vt1

)
, (21)

sK2 = 2b
(

1− vt1
vt2

)
, (22)

where vt1
vt2

= ω1·ρ1
ω1·ρ1

.

Figure 10. (a) Position of mesh point K and (b) meshing process for mesh point K.

2.2.6. Wear Calculation Method for the Gear Surface

To accurately calculate the wear depth of the tooth surface, the dynamic contact
analysis model of the tooth surface proposed in Section 2.2.5 is combined with the wear
calculation method. This method can be used to update the geometry of the worn contact
surface based on the FEM proposed in Section 2.2.3 to form a tooth surface wear depth
calculation method that considers the dynamic load of the tooth surface and the shape of
the worn tooth profile.

First, the mesh stiffness and unloaded STE of the gear are calculated by the FEM, and
then the spur gear dynamic model is established to calculate the dynamic mesh force of
the gear surface. Second, the dynamic contact FEM model proposed in Section 2.2.5 is
established to calculate the dynamic contact stress and relative sliding distance of the tooth
surface. Third, the wear calculation method, which can be used to update the geometry of
the wear contact surface proposed in Section 2.2.3, is used to calculate the tooth surface
wear depth and obtain the worn tooth profile. Finally, the mesh stiffness and unloaded
STE of the gear are calculated again, and the dynamic model is established to calculate the
dynamic mesh force; this forms a feedback loop between the tooth surface wear and the
dynamic mesh force. A calculation method for tooth surface wear considering the dynamic
load is defined. The calculation flow for the tooth surface wear is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The calculation flow for the tooth surface wear.

In contrast to the traditional wear depth calculation method, the time-varying contact
stress and relative sliding distance of the mesh point are used to calculate the wear depth.
The wear depth calculation equation is shown in Equation (23). Traditionally, it is difficult
to obtain the time-varying contact stress and relative sliding distance from each mesh point
with Hertz theory. Therefore, Huali Ding et al. [4,35,45] used the maximum contact stress
and maximum relative sliding distance on each mesh point of the tooth surface to calculate
the wear depth. The wear depth calculation equation is shown in Equation (24).

∆h =
K
H ∑t=t

t=0 σH(t)(s(t + ∆t)− s(t)) , (23)

∆h =
K
H

σHmaxsmax , (24)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Pin-On-Disc Wear Test and Wear Coefficient Calculation Result

The curve of the wear depth and sliding distance measured for steel 20CrMoH is
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Pin-on-disc wear test principle and test sample diagram.
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According to Equation (3) and the wear depth curve in Figure 12, the wear coeffi-
cient K/H can be obtained, as shown in Figure 12. In this study, the average value of
the wear coefficient curve is taken as the wear coefficient of steel 20CrMoH, which is
1.3832 × 10−10 MPa−1.

3.2. Simulation Result of Pin-On-Disc Wear Test

The contour plot of contact stress with different relative sliding distances and the
calculated wear depth curve are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Comparison between the simulation and test results.

Figure 13 shows that before the pin is worn, the pin bends due to the action of friction.
Therefore, the contact stress of the pin before wear is larger on one side than the other.
However, with the increase in wear, the contact stress gradually becomes uniform, and
the maximum contact stress decreases to near the theoretical contact stress of 17.68 MPa.
In addition, since the load is applied to the center of the disc, the contact stress of the pin
close to the center of the disc is slightly greater than that away from the center of the disc.
Finally, the wear depth obtained by the FEM simulation is consistent with the experimental
results, confirming that the wear depth calculation method based on the FEM is feasible
and that the wear coefficient obtained by the pin-on-disc wear test is reasonable.

3.3. Dynamic Analysis Result

The mesh stiffness calculation results of the pair of gears are shown in Figure 14a. The
DTE at the speed of 2000 r/min is shown in Figure 14b, the harmonic amplitude of the
DTE is shown in Figure 14c, and the comparison between the equivalent root-mean-square
amplitude of the DTE with different speeds calculated by the gear dynamics model and
the experimental results is shown in Figure 14d. The dynamic mesh force is shown in
Figure 15a. The dynamic mesh force and dynamic torque in the two mesh cycles are shown
in Figure 15b.
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Figure 14. (a) Mesh stiffness calculation results, (b) DTE at 2000 r/min, (c) harmonic amplitude of
the DTE when the speed is 2000 r/min, and (d) equivalent root-mean-square amplitude of the DTE
with different speeds.

Figure 15. (a) Dynamic mesh force at 2000 r/min, and (b) dynamic torque.

Figure 14d shows that the predictions of the spur gear dynamic model match the
measured data very well in terms of both the overall amplitudes and the shape of the
forced response. The measured primary resonance near 3500 r/min and the first two
superharmonic resonances near 1750, 1167 and 875 r/min are predicted accurately by the
spur gear dynamic model. The amplitudes of the DTE are also predicted accurately in both
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the resonance and off-resonance regions. In addition, the measured nonlinear behavior
characterized by a frequency range of dual stable motions (a lower branch no-contact-loss
motion and an upper branch tooth-separation motion) bounded by jump-up and jump-
down discontinuities also matches the experimental data well. This result proves that the
spur gear dynamic model presented in this paper has high accuracy.

3.4. Dynamic Contact Analysis Result

The comparison between the dynamic mesh force varying with the rotation angle as
calculated by the FEM model and dynamic model is shown in Figure 16. Figure 17a shows
the time-varying contact stress and relative sliding distance of mesh point A (the radius
of this mesh point is 77 mm), and Figure 17b shows the max contact stress and relative
sliding distance of each mesh point. Figure 18a shows the maximum contact stress of each
mesh point on the tooth surface calculated based on the present model and Hertz theory.
Figure 18b shows the maximum sliding distance of each mesh point on the tooth surface as
calculated by the present model and the single point observation method.

Figure 16. The comparison between the dynamic mesh force obtained by dynamic model and
dynamic contact analysis model.

Figure 17. (a) Varying contact stress and relative sliding distance with the rotation angle of mesh
point A and (b) the max contact stress and relative sliding distance of each mesh point.
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Figure 18. (a) Maximum contact stress and (b) maximum relative sliding distance of each mesh point.

Figure 16 shows that the dynamic mesh force calculated by the present model is
completely consistent with the dynamic mesh force calculated by the dynamic model,
indicating that the FEM model proposed in this paper is reasonable. The angle of a
single tooth surface participating in the mesh is 13.824◦, and the difference angle between
two adjacent tooth surfaces entering the mesh is 7.2◦. Therefore, the real contact ratio of
the gear is 1.92, which is greater than the theoretical involute contact ratio (ICR) of 1.77.
This difference is due to the deformation of the gear during operation, which increases the
contact ratio [46].

As shown in Figure 17a, mesh point A starts to engage when the pinion rotates by
2.65◦ and exits engagement when the pinion rotates by 3.0◦. At this time, the maximum
sliding distance is 0.059 mm. However, the maximum contact stress of mesh point A occurs
when the rotation angle of pinion is 2.81◦. Figure 17b shows that the fluctuation trend of
the tooth surface maximum contact stress is consistent with that of the dynamic mesh force
on the tooth surface. The maximum relative sliding distance of the tooth surface appears at
the tooth root, and the maximum relative sliding distance at the pitch point is the smallest.

Figure 18 shows that the maximum contact stress of each mesh point on the tooth
surface calculated by the present model is consistent with the result calculated based on
the Hertz contact theory. Additionally, the maximum relative sliding distance of each mesh
point on the tooth surface calculated by the present model is consistent with the result
calculated with the single point observation method, showing that the present model has
high accuracy in calculating the maximum contact stress and relative sliding distance.

3.5. Wear Depth Calculation Results
3.5.1. Tooth Surface Wear Depths for Different Wear Times

According to the research results of Huali Ding and A. Kahraman [4], when the pinion
and gear are the same, the wear curves of the two gears are similar. Therefore, this paper
analyzes only the tooth surface wear of the pinions.

• wear depth in one mesh process;

To study the effects of the time-varying contact stress and relative sliding distance
on the calculation results of wear depth, Equations (21) and (22) are used to calculate the
tooth surface wear depth in one mesh process. The calculation results for the wear depth,
as calculated through the method proposed by H. Ding et al. [4,35,45] and the method
proposed in this paper, are shown in Figure 19. As observed in Figure 19, the wear depth
obtained through the calculation model proposed in this paper is smaller than that obtained
by the calculation models proposed by H. Ding et al. [4,35,45], although this model is more
in line with the theory.
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Figure 19. Varying dynamic mesh force with the rotation angle.

To study the influence of the dynamic mesh force on the tooth wear depth, this paper
compares the wear depth calculation results based on the quasi-static contact analysis
model (the dynamic torque of the FEM model shown in Figure 8 is replaced with a constant
torque) and the contact analysis model considering the dynamic mesh force proposed in
Section 2.2.4. The comparison results are shown in Figure 20a. As observed in Figure 20a,
the wear depth curves calculated by the quasi-static contact model and the contact model
considering the dynamic mesh force exhibit the smallest wear depth at the pitch point and
the largest wear depth at the tooth root. The wear depth calculated by the quasi-static
contact model increases monotonically from the pitch point to the top and root of the tooth.
The wear depth calculated with the contact model considering the dynamic mesh force
increases nonmonotonically from the pitch point to the top and root of the tooth.

This phenomenon occurs because the tooth surface mesh force of the quasi-static
contact model, as shown in Figure 20b, increases monotonically from the tooth top to
the pitch point and decreases monotonically from the pitch point to the tooth root. This
relationship means that the maximum relative sliding distance from the tooth top to
the pitch point decreases monotonically, and the maximum contact stress on the tooth
surface increases monotonically. The maximum relative sliding distance from the pitch
point to the tooth root decreases monotonically, as shown in Figure 20c, and the tooth
surface maximum contact stress increases monotonically, as shown in Figure 20d. As
shown in Figure 20b, for the contact model considering the dynamic mesh force, the
tooth surface mesh force increases nonmonotonically from the tooth top to the pitch point
and decreases nonmonotonically from the pitch point to the tooth root. This relationship
means that the maximum relative sliding distance from the tooth top to the pitch point
decreases nonmonotonically, and the maximum contact stress on the tooth surface increases
nonmonotonically. The maximum relative sliding distance from the pitch point to the tooth
root decreases nonmonotonically, as shown in Figure 20c, and the tooth surface maximum
contact stress increases nonmonotonically, as shown in Figure 20d. In general, a large mesh
force leads to a large wear depth, and a small mesh force leads to a smaller wear depth;
this is because a large mesh force leads to a large contact width and large contact stress.

• wear depth with different wear times;

To study the wear depth of the tooth surface with different wear times, the wear depth
is calculated at different times. Figure 21a shows the tooth surface wear depths for different
wear times. As shown in Figure 21a, the wear depth increases with increasing wear time.
The minimum wear depth on the tooth surface is always maintained at the pitch point,
but the position of the maximum wear depth changes with increasing wear time. As the
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wear time continues to increase, the increase in the wear at the tooth top and root slows
down gradually, causing the position of the maximum wear depth to gradually approach
the pitch point. This occurs because when the wear number is small, the wear depths at
the tooth top and tooth root increase rapidly with increasing wear time. This increase then
leads to a gradual decrease in the mesh force when the tooth top engages with the tooth
root, while the mesh force increases gradually when the mesh point between the tooth top
and the pitch point is engaged. The curve of the tooth surface mesh force variation with
the rotation angle for different wear times is shown in Figure 21b.

Figure 20. Comparisons of the calculation results between the quasi-static contact model and contact
model considering dynamic mesh force for the (a) wear depth, (b) tooth surface mesh force, (c) max
relative sliding distance, and (d) max contact stress.

Figure 21. (a) Tooth surface wear depths and (b) tooth surface mesh forces for different wear times.
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3.5.2. Wear Times Effect on the Dynamic Characteristics

• Wear depth calculation results

To study the influence of the tooth surface wear time on the gear dynamic characteris-
tics, the unloaded STE, mesh stiffness, dynamic meshing force and equivalent root-mean-
square amplitude of the DTE at different speeds and different wear times were obtained
in the wear calculation process. Figure 22a shows the unloaded STE for different wear
times, Figure 22b shows the mesh stiffness for different wear times, Figure 22c shows the
dynamic mesh force of the tooth surface for different wear times, and Figure 22d shows
the equivalent root-mean-square amplitude of the DTE at different speeds for different
wear times.

Figure 22. (a) Unloaded STE, (b) mesh stiffness, (c) dynamic mesh force, and (d) equivalent root-
mean-square amplitude of the DTE for different wear times.

As shown in Figure 22a, the unloaded STE increases with increasing wear time. The
unloaded STE is smallest when the pitch points are engaged and largest when the middle
position of the tooth top and pitch point is engaged with the middle position of the tooth
root and pitch point. This occurs because the wear depth at the pitch point is smallest and
the wear depths at the middle position of the tooth top and pitch point and the middle
position of the tooth root and pitch point are large. This result is consistent with the results
obtained in [13].

As shown in Figure 22b, the mesh stiffness decreases with increasing wear time. This
occurs because the tooth thickness decreases with increasing wear time. This result is
consistent with the results obtained in [12,16]. When the wear time is less than 0.8 million
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times, the change in the mesh stiffness is more obvious. This occurs because before the
gear is worn, there is tooth interference at the changeover moment from the single-tooth
to the double-tooth mesh. With the increase in wear time, the wear depth at the tooth top
increases, which gradually eliminates the tooth interference at the changeover moment
from the single-tooth to the double-tooth mesh. With increasing wear time, the mesh
stiffness at which the pitch points are engaged decreases clearly. This decrease occurs
because the wear depths at both sides of the pitch point are greater than that at the pitch
point, reducing the tooth profile radius at the pitch point and leading to a greater Hertz
contact deformation. In addition, the single tooth mesh area gradually increases because,
with the increase in the wear depth at the tooth top area, the tooth top no longer participates
in the mesh, and the ICR is gradually reduced.

As shown in Figure 22c, before the tooth surface is worn, there is a large fluctuation in
the mesh force at the changeover moment between single- and double-tooth meshing; this
is caused by the tooth interference at the changeover moment. When the wear time is less
than 0.8 million times, the tooth interference is gradually eliminated with increasing wear
time, and the fluctuation of the mesh force caused by interference is reduced. However,
with increasing wear time, the wear depth of the tooth surface increases, causing a large
unloaded STE and finally increasing the fluctuation of the tooth surface meshing force.
Overall, when the wear time is less than 0.8 million times, the peak-to-peak mesh force
decreases with the number of wear times; when the wear time is more than 0.8 million
times, the peak-to-peak mesh force increases with the wear times.

As shown in Figure 22d, the resonance speed of the gear gradually decreases with
increasing wear time. This occurs because the tooth thickness decreases with increasing
wear depth, resulting in a gradual decrease in the mesh stiffness. In addition, when
the wear time reaches 0.4 million times, the tooth separation phenomenon is eliminated.
However, when the wear time reaches 0.8 million times, the tooth separation phenomenon
appears again.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a wear coefficient calculation method based on the pin-on-disc wear test
is proposed. A wear depth calculation method that can be used to update the geometry of
the wear contact surface is proposed based on the FEM. Additionally, a dynamic contact
analysis method for the tooth surface is proposed based on the dynamic model and FEM.
Finally, the tooth surface wear calculation method is defined.

• To verify the feasibility of the wear depth calculation method and the wear coefficient
calculation method, the pin-on-disc wear test and simulation calculation are carried
out on steel 20CrMoH as an example. The calculation results are consistent with the
test results, indicating the feasibility of the wear depth calculation method and the
wear coefficient calculation method.

• To verify the correctness of the dynamic model and dynamic contact analysis model,
the pair of spur gears in [38] are taken as an example to calculate the equivalent root-
mean-square amplitude of the DTE based on the dynamic model and compared with
the experimental results to prove the accuracy of the dynamic model. The maximum
contact stress and relative sliding distance are calculated by the dynamic contact
analysis model and compared to the Hertz theory calculation results, proving the
accuracy of the dynamic contact stress model of the tooth surface.

• To analyze the influence of the time-varying characteristics of the tooth contact stress
and relative sliding distance on the tooth wear depth, maximum contact stress and
maximum relative sliding distance calculation, the time-varying contact stress and
time-varying sliding distance are used to calculate the tooth wear depth. The results
show that the wear depth calculated without considering the time-varying characteris-
tics is larger than that with the time-varying characteristics.

• To analyze the influence of the dynamic mesh force on the tooth surface wear depth,
the tooth surface wear depth is calculated and compared by using the quasi-static
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contact model and dynamic contact model. The results show that there is a strong
relationship between the tooth surface wear depth and dynamic mesh force.

• To study the wear depth at different wear times and the influence of different wear
times on the dynamic characteristics of the gears, the wear depth, unloaded STE, mesh
stiffness, dynamic mesh force and equivalent root-mean-square amplitude of the DTE
under different speeds for different wear times are displayed. The results show that
a small amount of wear may reduce the vibration of the gear, and excessive wear
aggravates the vibration of the gear. These results also show that the wear depth
increases with increasing wear time. When the wear time of the involute spur gear
is shorter, the tooth interference may be reduced to reduce the gear vibration. When
the wear time is too long, the unloaded STE caused by wear becomes larger, and the
vibration of the gear becomes larger.
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